Keynote Speaker – Phill Nosworthy has delivered over 2000 presentations to
audiences in over 50 cities around the world. His powerful messages serve as a
catalyst; inspiring and challenging audiences with conversations on leadership,
personal mastery, high performance and making work and life meaningful.
Thought Leader – Phill is known for bringing unique and refreshing insights to
established concepts, His approach combines best practice research with wisdom
gleaned from myth, wisdom literature and philosophy.
Experienced Consultant – Phill and his team apply best practice research and
consulting strategies to deliver transformational insights and strategies for leading
brands. This work has seen Phill advise and train senior audiences at Microsoft,
ING Direct and Universal Music as well as design organizational and positional
strategies for the Australian Rugby Union and the AFL.

Phill Nosworthy
Speech Topics
Peak Performance
Inspiration
Future
Employee Engagement
Emotional Intelligence

Testimonials
Phil's knowledge of how to get the best result from a session combined with
his commitment and ability to work with our brand, core values and culture is
unlike anything I have experienced previously. Phill was able to deliver a new
perspective on the project, while still remaining true to the core of the Napoleon
Perdis Brand. He is commited to ensuring the change created is long lasting and
that our team are equipped and empowered to build on that change.
- National Education Leader – Napoleon Perdis.

Phill's knowledge is simply outstanding for someone with youth on their side.
He didn’t just deliver a conventional message about branding and leadership but
tailored the conversation with reference points specific to our industry and work,
taking the time to really understand our business in order to find the best way to
communicate to our salon owners. I can certainly recommend Phill for an
engagement with a team at any level.
- General Manager – TONI&GUY.
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